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Are you up to date on today's wine scene? Wine For Dummies, 6th Edition reveals what's in, what's

out, and what's new in wine. With new and revised content, this edition of the popular Wine For

Dummies text takes you on a tour of emerging and old world wine regions, showcasing the varieties

and styles you need to know to stay up to date on today's wine scene. In addition to highlighting

wines themselves, this approachable resource offers insight into wine shops, supermarket wine

selections, wine and food pairings, vintage charts, and price guidelines. For the aspiring wine

aficionado, the text offers expert advice on buying, collecting, and rating winesâ€”and can direct you

in updating your personal collection through its thorough guidance. Wine has, for generations, been

an important part of culture and society around the world. Over time, trends in wine changeâ€”as do

the ways in which it is created, celebrated, and enjoyed. Exploring today's wine trends is a great

way to learn more about and appreciate different culturesâ€”and let's be honest: educational value

aside, wine tastes amazing.  Understand different grape varieties and varying wine styles Read

wine lists and labels, and understand how to use them to make the right purchases Pair your wine

with food in a way that will bring out the best flavors in all aspects of your meal Explore how to best

select, store, open, pour, and enjoy your wine  Wine For Dummies, 6th Edition provides you with the

information you need to confidently navigate today's wine scene!
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As usual, this series does a good job of breaking down the complexities of wine and wine making in

an easy to read, understandable format.

Very comprehensive wine making book. Explains everything, easy to understand. Has an

entertaining quality. My favorite wine book out of the 5 I own.

Very informative and an easy, interesting read. A must have for waiters.

A lot of basic information with some higher level data.

Easy to read and really makes wine easy to understand
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